December 2021

President’s Message
Welcome to the December edition
of the Tora. Hope everyone has
stayed safe and healthy through
this pandemic. Our first ever
calendar will be shipping soon.
There are still a few available to
purchase so do not miss out. This
has been a diﬃcult year for all, but I
am sure you are like me and are
looking forward to next year.
Hopefully, we will see the return of
dog shows and other dog events so
we can all get out and highlight
what our wonderful and talented
AKC FAST CAT lure coursing is a blast for Yako!
Kai can do. Please everyone stay
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safe through the holidays and I wish
all a happy and safe holiday
season. I look forward to talking with all of you
are our all members meeting on Jan 10th

SPEEDING ALLOWED!

Next All-Members Conference call Meeting
January 10th at 6pm eastern time, watch
your email and the Members only FB group
for the call in details

KKSA President, Stacey Pestel

Help Needed
Membership Committee Help Wanted:
We’re seeking 1-2 members who can act as
guides or ambassadors for new members.
These people would reach out by email to
new members and introduce them to our
resources, committees, and local events.
Contact membership@kaisociety.org or talk
to Cait!

By Chrystal Cleary, with Rachel Picard

Yako begins to feel excited as soon as her
purple minky coursing collar appears - it’s race
day! At the trial site she waits with her owners
for her turn in the lineup, and when it finally is
and she enters the fenced lane she sees her
Dad, DJ Picard, walk down to the end of the 100
yard course and she knows what’s about to
happen. It’s almost her time
to run with her throttle fully
open, legs reaching and
gathering yards of turf and
throwing distance behind
her. All inhibition gone, flying
and following he heart’s
instinct to chase the
fluttering lure. First she must
wait for the signal and her
owner Rachel will release
her- she’s super focused
and Rachel’s touch and

words in her ear prepare her to launch. “Tally
Ho!” the huntmaster shouts, “Get it!” Rachel
tells her, letting go and Yako flies like an arrow to
the mark all the way to the end where DJ cheers
her and gathers her up.
Yako (registered name Koroukan Komachihime
Yako DCAT) is running AKC FastCAT lure
coursing, a titling dog sport for all dogs where
their speed is measured by radar as they dash in
a straight line after a lure (usually a plastic bag)
pulled on a string through a pulley to inspire the
fast chase. The MPH translates to points, and
titles are earned at various intervals of
accumulated points over many races.
BCAT is the first title at 150 points, followed by
DCAT, then FCAT. Yako was the first Kai Ken to
earn the DCAT title and is close in total points to
achieving FCAT. Trials were interrupted by
COVID this year, so Yako took the season oﬀ to
rear her second litter of pups and will resume
FastCATs next year to finish the next title. Her
top speed is 24.71mph.
But FastCATs aren’t just for girls! The Picards
also have two male Kai Ken, Tetsu and Kyouya,
who also have run FastCATS. In fact, they
actually started coursing with the boys about
three years ago after hearing about coursing
from a friend. “What I really like about FastCAT

is that it doesn’t require a lot of training to do.
It’s a fun way to enjoy dog sports and get into
the scene without a lot of legwork,” reports
Rachel.
Tetsu (Suteishii no Yamabushi no Tetsu BCAT)
just finished his BCAT title this fall. Says Rachel,
“His top speed is 21.69 mph. Which isn’t very
fast but he has so much fun!” Kyouya (Hello no
Kyouya) loves chasing the lure on a lunge line at
home, but it’s too much pressure for him with all
the dogs and people. “We are hoping to talk to
the owners of the facility to schedule time to do
runs with no one there. I need to build his
confidence a bit more.”
Yako took to coursing immediately. Tetsu caught
on after a few tries by just going to trials. A lot of
places oﬀer fun runs where at the end of the day
after all the dogs run they’ll let you practice for
about five dollars a run, which is an aﬀordable
way to try the sport out and see how your dog
likes it. You need one person to catch and one
to release. However if your dog is ok with other
people holding them you can always find a
volunteer to help. Starting out Rachel
recommends you have their favorite person
catch them at the end of the course.
At lure coursing trials, the eager, waiting dogs
whine and call out from their crates. Yako
however, is silent. She becomes very intense
and will stalk the lure when she heads in to the
run. It’s very serious business! GET IT, Yako!
We’re all cheering for you and your brothers!

Kai Ken Momo is really engaged with her young student reader

Once upon a time….
A story by Debbie Brandt, KKSA member and Kai
breeder in Oregon

… a little family of dogs lived in a cottage at the
beach. There was a big warm Papa dog, a
helpful caring Mama dog and their sweet
daughter Momo, who was a soft fuzzy peach of
a pup…
This family of Kai Ken- 10 year old male Akashi
(NIPPO/USA CH Tenrou no Wakajishi CGC) 8
year old Hello Kitty (UKC CH Classy’s Hello Kitty
Go Lightly CGC) and their 5 year old daughter
Momo (Hello no Momo) - are reading assistance
dogs in Gold Beach, Oregon - and they love
their work! They help facilitate literacy skills in
young readers by sitting with a child who reads
them a book, through a program called Riley’s
Readers.
Q. What is Riley’s Readers? Riley's Readers is
a reading program located in south coastal

Oregon, aﬃliated with our local 4-H chapter and
Riley Creek Elementary School. Our dogs go
through AKC Canine Good Citizen training.
Some dogs pass the rubrics and are fast
tracked based on their behavior and the skill of
their owners. We have had a retired guide dog,
therapy dogs, service dogs and dogs that have
already passed their CGC tests. We also have a
couple of therapy cats in the program!
Q. What is a reading assistance dog and what
do they do? A reading assistance dog is a dog
that has been selected and trained with work
with children in a school or library environment.
The oldest reading programs date back to the
late nineties. Now there are programs all over
the world. Many of the programs are sponsored
through therapy dog organizations. What all
reading programs have in common is that the
dog is a non-judgmental partner. Canine
companions help foster increased confidence
and corresponding competency in reading.
The programs are non directive, which means
that the handler is not a coach but a quiet
observer. The dog and the child are given a
blanket or mat to sit on. The child picks out a
book and 'reads' to the dog. Sessions are
usually between 15 minutes and a half hour at
most. The dog's handler can sit quietly by and
monitor but is not supposed to correct or

intervene. The handler makes sure the animal is
behaving and can respond to a child's questions
but is not allowed to direct or teach. The handler
also makes sure that the child is behaving
appropriately with the dog.
Q. How did you get into this activity? I began
my journey with a Shiba Inu and a Keeshond,
both of whom were registered TDI (Therapy
Dogs International) dogs. We visited nursing
homes and occasionally schools. When I got my
first Kai Ken, Hello Kitty, I was looking to do
something similar, so we joined the literacy
program at the Sycamore, Illinois library.
Kitty had been through basic obedience, agility
training and Canine Good Citizen training. When
we moved to Curry County Oregon six years
ago, there was no comparable program. I
contacted the Curry County 4-H chapter. My
husband and I became 4-H dog club leaders
and help the 4Hers train and prepare their dogs
for their various goals in conformation,
obedience, sports or assistance. Our 4H dog
club began a new reading program at Riley
Creek, and other community members outside
of 4H have increased the eﬀort and bring their
dogs (and cats) to read as well!

Q. Have you seen breakthroughs with the
children or lightbulb moments with your
Kais? Very much so. At the beginning of one
school year, there was a student who could not
sit still, let alone read. He was reading easily and
much more settled by year’s end. An interesting
observation I have made is that Hello Kitty is
drawn to work with challenging children. Her
first experiences as a reader dog were with
children on the autism spectrum. She comes
alive with children who present a challenge or
are diﬀerent in some way. Kitty likes to spice
things up with a yodel or hopping on the table.
She is a great favorite for her quirks. Akashi is
much steadier and fits the model reader dog. He
is quiet and attentive. Momo is somewhere in
between. All three Kai love to see the children.

At that point, Hello Kitty's mate, Akashi, came
on board. Akashi is a very stable dog, and can
calmly interact with 30 screaming
schoolchildren. Their daughter, Momo, joined us
when she was a year old. Momo is steady and
upbeat like her dad.
Q. What attributes make a good reading dog?
A good reading dog needs to like children. They
need to be grounded and tolerant, especially
when working with children with special needs.
They also need to be able to handle distractions
and be able to work in a room with other people
and animals (see the reading cats above!). Dogs
have to be a minimum of one year of age. They
need to be leash trained and conform to the
AKC CGC (Canine Good Citizen) guidelines.
Q. Is there anything special the dogs wear or
do on reading days? On Reading Days, our
Kais are groomed and wear a blue and gold
Riley's Readers scarf with their name on it. They
have a special blanket and we often bring an
assortment of books. We have reading stickers
and bookmarks for the children. Our dogs are
kept on leash at all times.

Hello Kitty seems riveted by this story

Q. Would you recommend Kai Ken for this
kind of work? I would say that not all Kai are
suited for this kind of high stimulation
environment. There are times when I give Kitty a
vacation because she lacks the patience of
Akashi and Momo.
Many Kai Ken seem naturally drawn to children.
They are also sensitive to emotional nuances. I
have seen troubled children open up with my
dogs and while they are not therapy dogs, it is
clear that something profoundly healing has
taken place on more than one occasion. The Kai
oﬀer unconditional acceptance and we could all
use more of that!
Resources:
Canine Good Citizen
https://www.akc.org/products-services/trainingprograms/canine-good-citizen/
Reading programs
http://www.therapyanimals.org/Read_FAQ.html
https://duodogs.org/services/paws-for-reading
https://www.tdi-dog.org/OurPrograms.aspx?
Page=Children+Reading+to+Dogs
Akashi is a good listener and a comfort to be near.

Microchip Bits
by Marsha Short, KKSA Health Committee Chair
Have you ever wondered how a veterinarian or a shelter knows which company to
call when they scan a microchip? I have often wondered exactly how do they figure out
who the pet belongs to? The microchip does not tell the name of the owner, or even the
manufacturer when they scan it. Microchips are about the size of a grain of rice and are
implanted by a needle under the skin usually into the shoulder area of a pet. The chip contains no
batteries and no information other than a unique registration number. Every microchip company keeps
its own address book of pet owners its chips are registered to.
So how do they know which company to call to get your contact info after they scan your pet? There
are a few companies that have distinctive number systems, for instance, Avid puts an asterisk * in
between every 3 numbers, but that’s only one company in a sea of microchip companies. Most are
just a sequence of numbers with no distinctive patterns or symbols.
After some research I found out that AAHA (the American Animal Hospital Association) maintains a
data base called the Pet Microchip Lookup- a central website where shelters, veterinary oﬃces etc.
can look up the number the scanner reveals to learn which company made it and holds the owner’s
contact info. But this only works if the microchip company is registered with AAHA, and not all join.
So… what happens if your microchip company isn't registered with the AAHA Pet Microchip Lookup?
For example, common chips Home Again and AKC Reunite are both already included in AHAA’s library
and can be found, but another popular chip, AVID, does not participate with AHAA. There is a

workaround: a free microchip registry called Found Animals where you can register pets and their
microchip numbers, regardless of chip manufacturer. Because Found Animals DOES participate with
AHAA’s MicroChip Lookup, registering there brings your non-participating chip into the easily-findable
database. The Found Animals Organization was founded by a veterinarian in the aftermath of
hurricane Katrina, in an eﬀort to get lost pets reunited with their owners. In the years since Hurricane
Katrina, Found Animals has continued to oﬀer their free pet registry to help pets and their families get
back together.
AAHA https://www.petmicrochiplookup.org/
Found Animals https://www.foundanimals.org/about-us/
The breeder of your puppy very likely had the pup chipped and can tell you which company if you
have forgotten or lost the tag. It is your responsibility to maintain current information with the chip
manufacturer, and a good idea to periodically log in to your chip’s website and make sure your file is
up to date. On many microchip companies’ registries, you can enter a photo of your dog- make sure
that the photo still looks like your dog- often owners will complete the fields when their dog is a pup
and a quick check later reveals that they haven’t updated their adult weight or photo in a while!
Microchip companies have multiple levels of service- the base service when the chip is planted does
not change or incur any further cost. You do not have to purchase premium annual coverage for your
contact info to remain logged and findable. Annual memberships provide additional features like the
ability to quickly print out a Lost Pet flyer from the photo and data already entered, or for the company
to issue an email blast to their network of members in your region to look out for your pet. These
services may be a huge help in a crisis (who wants to sit calmly and design a poster when you’re in
the emotional state of worrying about your lost dog?) but even if you do not purchase this level of
service, your registered info will not be removed and your dog will still be look-up-able, due to the
caring and diligent partnership of your breeder and you together!

Drum roll, please!

The Kai Ken Society
of America congratulates…
Reiwa (UKC CH Sai no Reiwa) on two Northern Group 4s in
his October shows in Shipshewana, Indiana, and 2 more
Group 4s at his Nov 14th show in Bowling Green, OH. Reiwa
also earned Northern Group 2nd in Dec at Jackson MI. Reiwa
is an import owned by Marsha Short at Mijikai Kennel.

CH Sai no Reiwa with his Group 2
rosette

New UKC CH Mijikai no Yuko “YoYo” took Group 4th on
Nov 15th in Bowling Green OH and a Group 2 in the second
show opposite her buddy Reiwa the same weekend. She
finished her CH Dec 20th at the shows in Jackson MI with
Group 2, 3 and 4 placements. Yoyo is owned and bred by
Marsha Short of Mijikai Kennel.
CH Mijikai no Yuko wags her tail proudly!

UKC CH Yamabushi no Yucca took Reserve
Champion to Reiwa at Shipshewana IN, Bowling
Green OH, and Jackson MI as well. Yucca is
owned by Eileen Jarp and bred by Brad and
Jennifer Anderson of Yamabushi Kennel.

CH Yamabushi no Yucca stacks in the ring

Tetsu (Suteishii Yamabushi no Tetsu BCAT)
earned his BCAT title this November at AKC Fast
CAT lure coursing in Ohio. Tetsu is the first male
Kai to title at AKC Fast CAT, and joins his
housemate Yako (Koroukan Komachihime Yako
DCAT) and several other female Kai in their
achievements at lure coursing! Tetsu is owned by
Rachel and DJ Picard and bred by Stacey
Pestel of Suteishii Kennel. Yako is an import
from Japan and part of the breeding program for
Hello Kennel. (See Tetsu in the lure coursing
article beginning on page 1)

Matsu (Yamabushi no Kanjiki Matsumori
CGC TT TKI RATI RATN) earned his
Novice Barn Hunt Title with two Qs and
a High in Class at Central K9 in
Connecticut this October, and
started his Crazy 8’s journey with
a 40 point qualifier.
Crazy 8s is a cumulative Barn Hunt game over many runs
with points being earned for completing a tunnel, a hay
climb and up to 8 rats indicated on a large course of hay
bales- milestone medals are achieved at 500, 1000 points
and so forth, so… it’s going to be a while, but a good time!
Matsu also received the top Excellent rating for his hip
radiographs from the Orthopedic Foundation for Animals
(OFA) in September. Matsu is owned by Chrystal Cleary
and was bred by Brad and Jennifer Anderson
No pictures of Matsu in the barn hunt
course, so here’s a file photo!
Relationship is everything!
The TORA is the oﬃcial quarterly newsletter of the Kai Ken Society of America. This issue’s editor is Chrystal Cleary.

